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Jacques Stephen Alexis, Vaikom Muhammad Basheer, Abdelaziz Baraka Sakin, Yahia Belaskri, JeanMarie Blas de Roblès, Chantal Creusot, René Depestre, Boubacar Boris Diop, Pascal Garnier, Hubert
Haddad, Antonythasan Jesuthasan, Mélani Le Bris, Marcus Malte, James Noël, Auður Ava
Ólafsdóttir, Makenzy Orcel, Serge Pey, Zoyâ Pirzâd, Joachim Schnerf, Rosa Maria Unda Souki,
Laurence Vilaine, Fariba Vafi...

Founded in 1991, Zulma has been until today especially interested in contemporary literature in
France and all over the world. Publishing around twelve titles each year, seeking the highest quality, in
novels as well as short stories, we become totally committed to each one of our books. We have
published authors from over 30 countries and translated texts from more than 20 languages over the last
25 years. Our close relations with authors, translators and booksellers are at the core of our passion.
Thanks to our paperback series we can offer the great work we publish to a wider readership.
Among our authors are some prestigious French and francophone writers such as Jean-Marie Blas
de Roblès (Prix Médicis 2008), Hubert Haddad (Prix Renaudot poche 2009), Dany Laferrière (member
of the Académie française), Marcus Malte (Prix Femina 2016), Boubacar Boris Diop (Senegal) or
Makenzy Orcel (Haiti). We also publish contemporary literature in translation: Kei Miller (Jamaica),
David Toscana (Mexico), Mayra Santos Febres (Puerto Rico), Leo Perutz (Czech Republic), Razvan
Radulescu (Romania), Pramoedya Ananta Toer (Indonesia), R. K. Narayan (India), Eileen Chang
(China), Ricardo Piglia (Argentina), Einar Már Guðmundsson (Iceland), Miquel de Palol (Spain), Zhang
Yueran (China), …
Last but not least, Zulma also publishes and represents international authors who are now translated
all around the world: Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir (Iceland), Zoyâ Pirzâd (Iran), Benny Barbash (Israel),
Antonythasan Jesuthasan (Sri Lanka) or Abdelaziz Baraka Sakin (Sudan) to name but a few.
In February 2019, Zulma opened a non fiction series : the reflexive twin of our literary publications.
With three new titles a year, uncompromising authors and intrinsic literary qualities, we aim to propose
another vision of the world to French readers – as we have been doing for over 25 years through
literature. The series features authors such as Shoshana Zuboff (United States), Timothy Morton
(England), Pankaj Mishra (India), Michael Sfard (Israel), Tiffany Watt Smith (England), Srećko Horvat
(Croatia)…
Some of our literary awards:
Médicis Prize 2019 – Miss Islande (Miss Iceland), by Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir
Orange Prize 2018 – Cette nuit (This night), by Joachim Schnerf
Nordic Council Literature Prize 2018 – Ör (Hotel Silence), by Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir
Littérature-Monde Prize 2018 – Íslenskir kóngar (Icelandic Kings), by Einar Már Guðmundsson
Prix du Premier Roman (foreign literature) 2018 – The Sum of our Follies, by Shi-Li Kow
Littérature-Monde Prize 2017 – ( دارفور ﻣﺴﯿﺢThe Messiah of Darfur), by Abdelaziz Baraka Sakin
Femina Prize 2016 – Le Garçon (The Boy), by Marcus Malte
Littérature-Monde Prize 2016 – L’Ombre animale (Animal shadow), by Makenzy Orcel
Prix du Premier Roman (foreign literature) 2015 – Noites de Alface (Lettuce Nights), by Vanessa
Barbara
Fnac Prize 2014 – The Bellwether Revivals, by Benjamin Wood
Renaudot Prize (paperback edition) 2009 – Palestine, by Hubert Haddad
Médicis Prize 2008 – Where Tigers Are at Home (Là où les tigres sont chez eux), Jean-Marie Blas de
Roblès
ELLE magazine Reader’s Prize (thriller category) 2007 – Garden of Love, by Marcus Malte
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FICTION FROM SRI LANKA

ANTONYTHASAN JESUTHASAN
The Red Tern / La Sterne rouge
A major Sri Lankan voice
Ala is born and raised in Sri Lanka, in a Tamil village prone to attacks from
Sinhalese paramilitary groups. Exposed to inter-ethnic violence, she is still a
child when she joins the Tamil Tigers. At fifteen, madly in love with her
commanding general, she is ready to die in combat. But the suicide-attack
she is preparing to commit never takes place. Ordered to blow herself up
with no collateral damage, she rejects this pointless death and turns herself
in. Ala is condemned to three hundred years in prison, by a Sri Lankan
military court, but released five years later. With exile her only choice, she
flees Sri Lanka for Europe. At her journey’s end, another life begins.
But is Ala truly the person she claims to be? Through its cleverly-crafted
story within a story, the novel subtly explores giant, universal themes: roots,
commitment, violence and freedom. How does a girl of fifteen find herself
on the brink of committing a suicide attack? How does a suicide bomber
contemplate death? How can she find her way back to civil society? How
does she see Europe?

THE RED TERN
novel, 320 pages
Original language: Tamil

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

The Red Stern is also a magnificent tribute to the Tamils of eastern Sri Lanka,
their wisdom, deities and demons, their witchcraft and theatre - a culture
obfuscated by colonialism and rescued here from oblivion.

“A rare and precious voice“ Lire
Author Antonythasan Jesuthasan is best-known for his
leading role in Jacques Audiard’s superb film
Dheepan (Palme d’or at the Cannes Festival in 2015), but
he is an exceptional writer, too – of novels, short story
collections, essays, plays and film scripts, under his pen
name Shobasakthi.
Antonythasan Jesuthasan was born in 1967 in
Allaipiddy, a village in the far north of Sri Lanka. A
former child soldier in the Tamil Tiger liberation
movement, he reached France in 1993, where he
claimed and was granted political asylum, since when he
has lived and worked in Paris. Three of his novels have
been translated into English by Anushiya Ramaswami
and published by Penguin Random House. The Red Stern
follows his acclaimed novel Friday & Friday (Zulma,
2018).

PREVIOUS TITLE
Friday and Friday

Contact foreign rights:
rights@zulma.fr

FICTION FROM VENEZUELA

ROSA MARIA UNDA SOUKI
What Frida Gave Me / Ce que Frida m’a donné
What Frida Gave Me is a continuous dialogue, superbly
illustrated with the author’s own pencil drawings and
paintings – an invitation to take a profoundly moving,
personal and universal journey to the very heart of the
creative process, the construction of memory and the work of
reconciliation with the self.
In the hot summer of 2019, Rosa Maria Unda Souki should have been deep
in preparations for her forthcoming exhibition.
René Haddad is inseparable from his character – an eternal
In residence at the Récollets, a former convent and complex of artist
wanderer, a child of Paris and a poet as sensitive as he is
studios in Paris’s 10th arrondissement, she veers from dizzying self-doubt
funny. Immensely, dreadfully endearing.
to fierce determination, sinking further behind with her work on the
catalogue text, and her plans for the hanging of the pictures – which are
still on their long journey over from Brazil.
While she waits, she retraces her own journey to this place. How she
devoted five years to the iconic figure of Frida Kahlo, in a series of striking,
richly significant paintings of Casa Azul (Kahlo’s famous Blue House).
In search of her own identity and path, Rosa Maria reconnects with the
artist’s intimate, domestic life, as if the keys to herself were also the keys to
her understanding of Frida.
Rosa Maria explores spaces, the present and the past in her work: her
residency in Paris, the venue for her current exhibition, and her childhood
home in Guarna, Venezuela. Her writing seeks to capture and convey the
echo of voices: her dead father, the voices of her adopted country of exile,
and Frida herself.

WHAT FRIDA GAVE ME
Graphic novel, 192
pages
Original language: Spanish.
Foreign publishers should
translate from French

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Nominated for the PRIX DU
ROMAN FNAC 2021

Rosa Maria Unda Souki was born in Caracas in
1977, to a Venezuelan father and a Brazilian
mother. She exhibits regularly at galleries and
international contemporary art fairs in Paris,
Madrid, London, New York, São Paolo and
elsewhere. Her work has been recognised and
supported by the Fondation d’entreprise Hermès,
the Colas Foundation, and the Fonds Canson. She
won the Special Jury Prize at the Salon de
Montrouge in 2011. Her work on Frida Kahlo’s
Casa Azul was shown at Atelier Hermès in Seoul in
2017-18. Rosa Maria Unda Souki is Frenchspeaking and lives in Paris. What Frida Gave Me is
her first novel.

Contact foreign rights:
rights@zulma.fr

FICTION FROM ICELAND

AUÐUR AVA ÓLAFSDÓTTIR
The Human Animal / Dyralif
Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir’s new novel is funny, poetic, solemn, a work
of splendour.

p

Dýja is descended from a long line of midwives. Only her mother and sister
escaped their fate: one works for a funeral director, the other is a
meteorologist. Birth, death, and a handful of storms between the two.
Dýja delivers her 1922nd baby, and reflects that the hardest thing is always
to accustom our eyes to the light. While an unprecedented storm threatens
Iceland, Dýja tries to make her mark in the cluttered apartment she has
inherited from her great aunt – twice too much furniture, lightbulbs that
flicker when the power falters, and an old banana crate full of manuscripts.
Aunt Fifa has handed down a literary legacy, too: the continuation of Dýja’s
great-grandmother’s work to collect the writings, thoughts and eye-witness
accounts of the island nation’s midwives (‘Mothers of Light’ in Icelandic)
who journeyed through the wilderness, and blizzards, in the black of night.
Now, as then, the slender thread that connects us to life is as fleeting and
fragile as the aurora borealis.
On the building’s topmost, attic floor, a stray Australian tourist seems to
have come all the way from the other side of the world, just to think. Truly,
humans are the most vulnerable species on Earth.
Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir’s new novel is funny, poetic, solemn, a work of
“Each new novel by Ólafsdóttir is like a meeting with
splendour.

a marvelous friend that immediately makes you feel like you
have never parted.” Madame Figaro

THE HUMAN ANIMAL
novel, 208 pages
Original language: Icelandic
Full English & French translations

RIGHTS SOLD:
FRANCE : ZULMA
ICELAND: BENEDIKT
ISRAEL: LESA BOOKS
ITALY: EINAUDI
NORWAY: PAX
UK
: PUSHKIN PRESS
US: GROVE ATLANTIC
DENMARK: BATZER & CO
HUNGARY: POLAR
PUBLISHING
CZECH REPUBLIC: ALBATROS
PREVIOUS TITLES
Miss Iceland (published in 12
countries)
Hotel Silence (published in 24
countries)
Rosa candida (published in 20
countries)
And more on demand…

“Quirky and at first glance intimists, her stories are like
crystal balls that no matter how small they are, can contain a
whole universe. This is humanist art in the truest sense of the
word. » Le Monde des livres
Award-winning writer from Iceland, Auður
Ava Ólafsdóttir is praised for her fresh
perspective and her dark, incisive humor. She
won the Nordic Council Literature Prize in
2018 for her novel Ör (Hotel Silence) – a novel
already awarded by the Icelandic Literary Prize
and shortlisted for the Italian Strega Award. She
was also awarded the Prix Médicis in 2019 for
her novel Miss Iceland.

Contact foreign rights:
rights@zulma.fr

FICTION FROM FRANCE

RENÉ HADDAD
The Adventures of Ibidem Serpicon
/ Les Aventures d’Ibidem Serpicon
Ibidem Serpicon invites us to look at life afresh, to grasp the
poetry on every street corner, catch the absurd comedy of life
in its flight.

THE ADVENTURES OF
IBIDEM SERPICON
novel, 160 pages

René Haddad
inseparable
from
character
ananswer
eternal
‘Serpicon
sees the is
strangest
things out
and his
about,
in the city.–His
to
wanderer,
a child
of Paris
a poet as sensitive as he is
anyone
who acts
surprised?
“Onlyand
look.”’
funny. Immensely, dreadfully endearing.

Original language: French

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Ibidem Serpicon wanders the streets of Paris and his own, outlying
neighbourhood, takes the bus, sits on benches in squares, and meets a host
of surprising people. Friendly or suspicious, off-beat or malevolent, in
Ibidem everyone finds a listening ear and a boundless, generous heart.
When a person is this out-of-joint with the world all around, only two
solutions are possible: take something to give you a contented-idiot’s-eyeview of life, or reinvent reality, day by day. With explosive humour, Ibidem
re-writes the world around him, plays with words, lives life as a novel, or a
TV series, and struggles with an incessant, nagging voice.

René Haddad was born in 1949 and died in
2015. He worked with figures – as an
accountant – but he lived surrounded by books,
plying his trade from a bookshop in Paris’s 13th
arrondissement. He was passionate about the
theatre, played in a number of short films and
recited Ibidem’s adventures in understated,
poetic performances at café-théâtres and clubs
across Paris. The Adventures of Ibidem Serpicon is
the only written work by this delightful, free
spirit.

Contact foreign rights:
rights@zulma.fr

FICTION FROM FRANCE

YAHIA BELASKRI
The Silence of the Gods / Le Silence des dieux
The Silence of the Gods is a magnificent, delicate allegory of
freedom, choice and reconciliation, a cry in the face of
enclosure and isolation.

THE SILENCE OF THE
GODS
novel, 272 pages

A morning like any other. Abdelkrim takes a few gulps of tea, chews a piece
of flatbread and threads the narrow streets of his village to reach the dirt
road into town. But the bus does not come. Soldiers bar his way: there’s a
roadblock, no one may pass, the village is cut off. Go home.
The villagers are shocked but resigned, on this day and all the days that
follow, no longer even checking whether the soldiers remain at their post.
They comply with the closure, convinced they may even deserve it. They are
god-forsaken, forgotten.
Between the café and the mosque, the small village square still echoes with
the voices of the last street traders, the water carrier and the storytellers. But
the fragile equilibrium is faltering. The mayor struggles with now-obsolete
functions and duties, the imam and the village elder do their best to soothe
fraying tempers, while the rich man, Abbas, plots his power-grab in the
shade of the palm grove. Soon they will point out the guilty party, for there
must be one. And they will rid themselves of him, like an evil curse.
But another voice is raised: Ziani, the madman. Barefoot, his hair and beard
uncut, he hollers his prophecies, but remains a figure of fun. A figure the
others would prefer to silence. Where will hope be re-born? Where, if not
among the women who resist in silence, against oppression, petty jealousies,
obscurantism and resignation. Among the women of the village, the winds
of revolt are stirring.

Original language: French

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

“The originality and power of Yahia Belaskri’s world lies in
his distinctive, authorial voice – a unique blend of
symbolism and realism, incantation and the spoken word.”

Le Figaro Littéraire
Yahia Belaskri was born in Oran, Algeria, in 1952. He
is the author of (among other works) Si tu cherches la
pluie, elle vient d’en haut (Prix Ouest-France Étonnants
Voyageurs 2011), Les Fils du Jour (Prix Beur FM
Méditerranée 2015), and Le Livre d’Amray (2018).
Yahia Belaskri is Secretary of the editorial board of the
annual literary review Apulée.

PREVIOUS TITLE
Le Livre d’Amray

Contact foreign rights:
rights@zulma.fr

AUTHOR REPRESENTATION
French and francophone authors
Jacques Stephen Alexis
Yahia Belaskri
Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès — Prix Médicis 2008, Prix de la Nouvelle de l'Académie française 1982
Georges-Olivier Châteaureynaud — Prix Renaudot 1982, Prix Goncourt de la Nouvelle 2005
Chantal Creusot
Maurice Dekobra
René Depestre — Prix Goncourt de la Nouvelle 1982, Prix Renaudot 1988
Boubacar Boris Diop
Pascal Garnier
Hubert Haddad — Prix des cinq continents de la Francophonie 2008, Prix Renaudot Poche 2009, Prix
Louis Guilloux 2013, Grand Prix de la Société des Gens de Lettres 2013
René Haddad
Koffi Kwahulé — Prix Ahmadou-Kourouma 2006, Grand Prix ivoirien des Lettres 2006, Prix ÉdouardGlissant 2013
Mélani le Bris
Marcus Malte — Prix Femina 2016, Grand Prix des lectrices de Elle, catégorie policier 2008
Daniel Morvan
James Noël
Makenzy Orcel — Prix Littérature-monde 2016, Prix Louis Guilloux 2016, Prix littéraire des Caraïbes de
l'ADELF 2016, Prix Étiophile 2016
Serge Pey
Joachim Schnerf — Prix Orange du livre 2018
Ingrid Thobois
Laurence Vilaine
Cécile Wajsbrot

Translated authors
Barzou Abdourazzoqov (Tadjikistan)
Vaikom Muhammad Basheer (India)
Antonythasan Jesuthasan (Sri Lanka)
Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir (Iceland) — Nordic Council Literature Prize, Shortlisted Premo Strega Europeo,
Icelandic Literary Prize - Best Icelandic Novel 2016, Prix des libraires au Québec, Prix littéraire des jeunes
européens 2016, Prix Médicis étranger 2019
Zoyâ Pirzâd (Iran) — Prix Courrier International du meilleur livre étranger 2009
Abdelaziz Baraka Sakin (Sudan) — Tayeb Saleh Prize, Prix littérature-monde 2017
Enrique Serpa (Cuba)
Rosa Maria Unda Souki (Venezuela)
Fariba Vafi (Iran)

CONTACT

Éditions Zulma
18, rue du Dragon
75006 Paris
France
www.zulma.fr

Foreign rights
rights@zulma.fr

Overviews translated from French by Louise Rogers Lalaurie https://louiserogers.blog

